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oomerang use has had several origins for thousands of years throughout the world.

The boomerang, as known today is a rotating flat wing but it had several uses as a hunting tool and weapon.
The design of a returning boomerang consists of two wings connected at an angle. The airfoil, when thrown
forward in a vertical spin will gain lift by spinning around its center axis. During flight, the two wings
experience different amounts of lift. As the leading wing enters undisturbed air it experiences very stable
movement but then the following wing enters air disturbed created by the leading wing. The airfoil remains
stabilized during flight by spinning but the different forces cause the flight path to curve and the airfoil
returns to the point of origin.
Airfoil concepts similar to the boomerang or vertical flight came from China around 400BC where children
played with bamboo flying toys. Published ideas inherent to rotary wing aircraft were circulated during the 4th
–century AD.
Numerous attempts were made for un‐tethered rotary flights sense 1906. During WWII Igor Sikorsky
produced the first large‐scale mass produced helicopter supplying over 400 before the end of the war.

Retrospectively we can gain insight into the world around us. There are a number of historical items that have
very strong visual appeal that can tell a story. Visually we can bring a three dimensional view to the learning
process. Items that can not be handled in the classroom setting; only imagined.
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It has been our mission during the summer months
to attract schools and administrators to what we
can offer to their program to teach students by
providing a different dimension and view point
away from the classroom setting.
During the school year we will be looking to bring
small groups of students to a central location for
special lessons in Aerospace. The lessons will be
relating to the schools curricula for that same time
period. It will give students the airport experience
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with specialized lessons. We will be asking for help
to make this program a means to provide teaching
of a variety of subjects by personnel that are
knowledgeable and can spare a 20 or 30 minute
session with students. One of the schools we will be
working with is the University Magnet School
located a few minutes away from the airport in
Blaine, Minnesota. The school will be opening on
September 9, 2011 as an Aerospace School.

On July 13, 2011 we
opened classes at Key
Air with the able
assistance of the
Civil Air Patrol Cadets
and Staff Personnel
providing several teaching
sessions that included:
drug/substance abuse,
navigation, landing
equipment, ground
control, tower direction,
weather, air foils, parts of
a plane, airport signs/
markers, and chart reading.
We also provided a
similar program on
June 23rd for Rosemont
District 196 with 180 3rd
grade students. We are
grateful for support of the
businesses that provide
facilities and for the walk
around visits that have
been so important for
making the students
welcome and well
informed.
We have had small groups
as well that have enjoyed
special tours and planed
events during the summer
school programs.
University District 11
Magnet School will be
opening as an Aerospace
School on September 9th.
We have met with Amy
Oliver to get a program
of support and initiate
lessons in aeronautics
that will match the school
curricula of Aeronautics.
The Blaine Airport
Promotion Group will be
represented at the school.

